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Title: USING P6 R8.3 VISUALIZER TO CREATE SCHEDULE GRAPHICS 

# Question Answer

1 Q: The dates are greyed out - can you change the start and finish date The dates are grayed because of the type of date that is being 

selected. Because the Start Date, Data Date, and Finish Dates are 

already established it will show as grayed out in the Visualizer 

software. Once you choose "Custom" Date" the date field will 

display the calendar and a specific date can be chosen.

2 Q: How much is the cost to upgrade from P6 version 7.5 to 8.3? It depends on your current License Maintenance. To clarify, if 

your maintenance is current, there may be the ability to migrate to 

8.3 at no additonal cost. If your maintenance is not current, there 

are steps and processes that need to be followed to migrate.

3 Q: Is there the ability to do rolling dates - for example DD + 2wk for a 

lookahead?

On the Timescale tab it DOES NOT allow to do rolling dates. What 

you could do is set up a filter that could be applied to the layout 

that would have the DD + 2WK Look ahead.

4 Q: Is Visulaizer an extra cost? NO, it is part of P6 R8.3 Software.

5 Q: Will the Privavera P6 Visualizer be included in the P6 9.0 version That would be a question for Oracle but we would not see any 

reason why they would not include the Visualizer functionality in 

future versions of P6. 

6 Q: Is there a way to hide certain portions of a bar to save space.  For 

example, a one hundred day activity would show days 1-5 and then days 95-

100.  The rest would be hidden.  The bar would show as a broken line similiar 

to drafting standards.

We have not found any feature that allows to hide certain parts of 

the bar.

7 Q: On a enterprise system do changes made in P6 Professional show up in 

real time in Visualizer?

YES, you can have P6 R8.3 open and as an example delete an 

activiy and have Visualizer open at the same time and once you 

click "Refresh" in Visualizer it will accept the changes made in P6 

R8.3.

8 Q: Can you set bar labels to automatically move the left end of the bar at the 

right side of the page like P3, rather than having them run off the page like in 

P6?

NO the bars are set to show on the timescale in Visualizer by 

each page.

9 Q: Can you set manual page breaks like in P3? On the Page Setup tab you CAN NOT set manual page breaks.



10 Q: Are filters in Visualizer unique from filters in P6?  Can you access and 

modify P6 created filters from Visualizer?

Visualizer can see Filters created in P6 under the "User" but does 

not seem to see Project or Global filters. The layout can then be 

accessed in Visualizer and you can use the Options to modify the 

layout in Visualizer.

11 Q: A lot of projects are done out of sequence. How would the timescaled 

diagram show a baseline vs. actual bar when there is a gap of month or 

more? Would it just have no other activity between, and just use more lines 

as need?

It shows the gap without an activity between the activities.

12 Q: Is flowline diagram possible? now? in the future? We have not found any Flowline Diagram feature in Visualizer, we 

would need to ask Oracle about having in the future.


